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Abstract: There is no one who denies the evil eye impression or calls it as superstitions. According to the following reasons: It did not profit them in the least against (the plan of) Allah: It was but a necessity of Jacob’s soul, which he discharged. For he was, by our instruction, full of knowledge (and experience): but most men know not. Surah Yusuf (Joseph) Ayat (68) and the Unbelievers would almost trip thee up with their eyes when they hear the Message; and they say: ‘Surely he is possessed!’ Surah Qalam (The Pen) Ayat (51), since the Holy Quran Ayats also finds the evil eye as the factor of making someone loss or damaged. There is a Hadith from Hazrat Mohammad (May Peace and Blessing Be Upon Him) stating on the evil eye as following: The evil eye is a fact and is not a fantasy and if there was possible that something overcomes on Divine Well and Decree (Qada wa Al-Qadr), in fact it overcomes that. It is also narrated that Hazrat Mohammad (May Peace and Blessing Be Upon Him) said: Most of the factors that cause death to my followers (Ummah) after Allah’s well and decree, is the evil eye. Pathology and parapsychology have also proved that. Research Objective: Providing fact on evil eye and its remedy in Islam and Medicine and answering to question in this regard. Methodology and Material: The design of this research is based on the library. The Quran Ayat, Ahadith (sayings of Prophet Mohammad (SAW)), reliable Ahadith Books have been used in preparing of this research. The materials of the Ahadith reliable books, Fiqh Books, and articles are in the trustworthy sites. Conclusion: The science has proved that mesmerizing biological power and forces have been placed in the physical part of the human being brain and head. We concluded via looking into Quran and Ahadith on the evil eye that the evil eye is a fact and is not a fantasy and if there was possible that something overcomes on Divine Well and Decree (Qada wa Al-Qadr), in fact it overcomes that. There is no one today who denies the evil eye impression. It has also been proved in parapsychology. Its remedy has been stated in Quran and Ahadith. So, if you fear from evil eye, say the following Dua: “Masha Allah La Qowata ila billah Ali-ul-Azim”.
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1. Introduction

The holy religion of Islam, which is a world religion, covers all the human being living’s dimension specially it pays very serious attention to human health and the value to health in Islam is so valuable that none of the other religions and schools have thought about it (¹). That is why the people with high moral and healthy body can serve the society and obtain the satisfaction of The Curer of the creations. The fact of the evil eye has been explained in details in Quran and Ahadith and there is not any doubt that the evil eye is a fact in Islam and is not superstition (²). Fact of evil eye in the Quran Ayat and Ahadith The Holy Quran clears that the evil eye is a fact. It did not profit them in the least against (the plan of) Allah: It was but a necessity of Jacob’s soul, which he discharged (²). For he was, by our instruction, full of knowledge (and experience): but most men know not. Surah Yusuf (Joseph) Ayat (68). And the Unbelievers would almost trip thee up with their eyes when they hear the Message; and they say: “Surely he is possessed!” Surah Qalam (The Pen) Ayat (51), Therefore, the evil eye brings loss to the evil eye sighted person. There is a Hadith from Hazrat Mohammad (May Peace and Blessing Be Upon Him) saying that the evil eye is a fact and is not a fantasy and if there was possible that something overcomes on Divine Well and Decree (Qada wa Al-Qadr), in fact it overcomes that (but this is a possible supposition and all the affairs are under the Almighty Allah’s well and decree). (³) And when you are asked to take a shower (Ghosol), please do so. It is also narrated that Hazrat Mohammad (May Peace and Blessing Be Upon Him) said: Most of the factors that cause death to my followers (Ummah) after Allah’s well and decree, is the evil eye. (⁴) There is not anyone who denies the evil eye impression or calls it superstitions. As the people put the green leaf inside the milk bowl, which is for the reason that the eye sight should be directed to this green leaf or red cloth and the milk should be safe from the eye sight and child should be saved. (⁵) A Russian scientist (Flyel Kuzmatova) stated at a conference held in Paris on the research about the Parapsychology that we have to make the world pay attention to the parapsychology science before the world is changed to a ruin (⁶)
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Scientist, in an international concluded conference in Paris about the research on Parapsychology stated that we have to make the world pay attention to the science of parapsychology before the world gets ruined. The parapsychology science discusses about the extraordinary powers of human being that will probably destroy the world someday, because the science has proved that there are interesting biological powers in the physical parts of human brain and head. For instance, the human mind power can prove its positive and negative impacts from thousands kilometers away. The human mind power can paralyze the well of thousands of human being. He says that he clarified in the conference that was held in Paris about the parapsychology that this scientific weapon should not be given in the hands of those people who have bad willing. He adds that he was able to present this subject in the conference that was held in 1981. Representatives from 19 countries participated in this conference and representatives from Russia, USA, England, France, and Germany were also there. He says that he was able to sign the treaty in which the parapsychology weapon should not be used for social and scientific purposes that are harmful for the human beings.

The destroying power of harming is not hidden for everybody and we are not in need of its proof, but how to use for the prosperity of the human beings; we can present some examples. Studies in this issue show that the impression of the evil eye is not only useful to heal the diseases, but it also can transfer the diseases from one to another. Doctor Kuzmatsovere writes as following: We put the live cells of the human in two capped bottles. The cells that had the same specifications and we put the bottles away from each other as there was not any touch between them, except the eye movement. Later, we added some killing germs inside one of the bottles and as the result, all the live cells were died, but at the same time, it was considered that the cells in the other bottles got sick and died after sometimes whereas, there was not germ inside the second bottle. The only connection was through the eye movement. We repeated this 50 times and the results were the same. At last, we repeated the experience like this way as we put the live cells inside 50 bottles and there was only one bottle having the sick cells. Once again, the cells of these 50 bottles got sick via the eye communication between the healthy cells and sick cells and all died. We repeated our experience for 20,000 times since 1940 to 1985 and used different cells and germs, but the result was the same. This shows that the environment, which have the bottles, are known as the live environment and the evil eye can transfer the germs. In order to have a better and precise experience, we made three booths that were away from the magnetic area. We were able to treat some of the diseases such as mental and wise deficiency that had reached to insanity in these booths that were not under magnetic impact. There is not any other country where there is a booth without magnetic area. This was a small part of evil eye and its mesmerizing impression related to the critic headaches. A person in Philippine discovered a method to cure the headaches and the method is very useful and most of the sick people were healed and saved. The method is as following: The person, who has headache, should close his eyes and imagines as he is in front of himself. After that he should look to the pain spot at his own imagined head that is located in front of himself. If he is able to perform this action three times, even though for a short time, he should believe that he has recovered from headache. How to heal someone who has been damaged by the evil eye? The person, who hurts other via his eye, should take a shower and then pour that water on the body of the hurt person. As it is narrated from Imam son of Sahil that he says that his father took out his cloth and was taking shower in Kherwar. Amer son of Rabiya watched him and since Sahil was very red and white, Amer told that he has not seen anyone as beautiful as Sahil is; even the virgin girls are not like him. Immediately, Sahil got fever and his fever got more serious. Hazrat Mohammad (MPBUH) was informed and was told that Sahil has a bad fever that even he cannot pick up his head. Hazrat Mohammad (MPBUH) said that you allege somebody and you have bad image against him. They responded, Amer. Hazrat Mohammad (MPBUH) told that why are you killing your brother? Why didn’t you congratulate him and did not tell Mashallah. Amer took a shower and washed his hands, elbows, head and feet in a pot and then poured the water on Sahil’s back and Sahil was recovered immediately. First Method: Having a bath to recover the evil eye: According to Hadith that Hazrat Mohammad (MPBUH) says: “Why are you killing your brother? Why didn’t you congratulate him and did not tell Mashallah. Take a shower for him”. Second Method: Reading this Dua. “I read by name of Allah for you the Ruquia. May Allah heal from any pain that harms you and teases you. May Allah save you from any witches and evil eye”. Third Method: Put your hand on the head of the person who has been hurt by the evil eye and is sick and read the following Dua: I read by the name of Allah who saves you and heals you from any pain and from any envious when they envy you and from harms from evil eye too. Fourth Method: To heal the evil eye, put your hands on the sick person’s head and read the following Dua: Fifth Method: To heal the evil eye, put your hand on the pain spot and recite the Ikhlas, Falaq and Naas Surahs of Holy Quran. Sixth Method: To heal the evil eye, prepare a pot full of water and recite the Falaq and Naas Surahs. Then pour the water on the back of the evil eye hurt person until the water reaches to all part of its body. The sick person will be healed by the decree of Allah the Almighty.

2. Research Goal

Providing fact on evil eye and its remedy in Islam and answering to question in this regard:

The research will answer to what types of questions:

1) Is the evil eye a fact?
2) What is the remedy of the evil eye in Islam and Medicine?
3) What are the impressions of evil eye?

3. Research Methodology

The design of this research is based on the library and The Quran Ayat, Ahadith (sayings of Prophet Mohammad MPBUH) and reliable Ahadith Books have been used in it. Materials, Research Tools and Information Collection
Sources: Computer, Holy Quran, reliable Ahadith books, Fiqh books, books on the parapsychology and internet articles which are in the sites. Insert Specifications: Reliable Ahadith books and articles which are at the trustworthy internet sites. Excerpt Specifications: Ahadith books and Fiqh books, that have not trustworthy documents, are out of the articles.

4. Discussion

The eastern scholars say: The science that talks about the human being extraordinary power and inside force, may destroy the world because the science has proved that there are interesting biological powers in the physical parts of human brain and head. For instance, the human mind power can prove its positive and negative from thousands kilo meters away. (20) The human mind power can paralyze the well of thousands human being. It was clarified in the conference that was held in Paris about the parapsychology that this science should not be given in the hands of those people who have band willing. Therefore, we have to find its healing from the Quran Ayat, Duas from Ahadith, and having bath as they have been explained in the Ahadith. Shaikh Mansoor Rifai states that the Ghosol, to heal the evil eye, has been defined by Islam scholar such as Said Qotb and Jasas as following: A pot full of water should be provided for the person who has hurt someone else via evil eye (21) He should pick the water with his right palm and wash his mouth. Then, he should wash his face and pick the water with his left hand and wash his mouth. After that, he should wash his mouth with his left hand and then pick the water with his left hand and pour it on his right hand and then pick the water with his right hand and pour it on his left hand. Then the same way, he should wash his right and left elbow inside it. And then he should pick water with his left hand and pour it on his right foot and then he should pick with his right hand and pour it on his left foot. The same way, he should wash his right and left knees then he must sprinkle all the water to his back (22) legitimation of this kind of ablution is the following "hadith" (alain aq haqa wa law kanna shai sabiq ul qadr sibiqatul aain wa izastghsal ahdakom faleyghatasi) evil eye is legit if and if it had overtook anything from destiny it was the wound of the eye. (22) During Rasoolullah (MPBUH) time if someone did the evil eye on somebody else, then he was instructed to take ablution and the one who had been hurt by the evil eye was instructed to take a bath (Ghusul) at that water. (20) It is narrated from Hazrat Imam Sadeq (Alaih Salam) that he said: “The impression of the evil eye is right and you are not a honest person until your eye does not have an impression at yourself or somebody else. So if you are afraid of evil eye, then say three times Mashallah La Howla Wa La Qoowat Ila Billah Ali ul Azim and that impression will go away (23)

5. Final Conclusion

Related to the evil eye, it has been explained that the evil eye is a fact and is not a fantasy and if there was possible that something overcomes on Divine Well and Decree, the evil eye will overcome. There is not anyone who denies the evil eye and its remedy has been mentioned in the Quran and Ahadith. Hazrat Mohammad (May Peace and Blessing Be Upon Him) said, “Most of the factors that cause death to my followers (Ummah) after Allah’s well and decree, is the evil eye.” As the people put the green leaf inside the milk bowl, this is for the reason that the evil eye should be directed to this green leaf or red cloth and the milk should and child should be saved from evil eye hurt. It is narrated from Hazrat Bi Bi Aisha (RA) that she says, “During Rasoolullah (MPBUH), when someone cast an evil eye to someone else, he was instructed to take ablution and the person, who was cast an evil eye, was instructed to take a bath (Ghusul) with that water and read the following Dua: «للهم ربح اللاتى أذهب البين وطَلَبْتى التفاعَل لا تعدَى الْذَّيْنَ لا فِي حَيَاتٍ أَنْفُسٍ يَبْعَثُونَ، فَبِكَمِّ يَمِينِكَ»

We have to pay attention to Parapsychology, the science that talk about the extraordinary power and forces that are beyond the human power and ego. The extraordinary power might one day destroy the world, because pathology has proved that there are mesmerizing biological power and forces placed in the physical part of the human being brain and head. For instance, the human mind power can prove its positive and negative impacts from thousands kilo meters away. So if you are afraid of evil eye, then read three times: ما شاء الله لاحىل ولا قىج الا تا
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